
 
 FOOD PHOTOGRAPHY WORKFLOW CHECKLIST 

 
STYLING CHECKLIST 

❏ What is the feel of your shoot? Rustic? Fall? Tropical? Look at inspiration shots FIRST! 

❏ Board (bottom and background if needed) 

❏ Linens (more than 1 may be needed--napkin plus runner/burlap etc) 

❏ Serving vessels: your cup/plate/etc that has food (or stand-ins) in it.  

❏ Add layers under/near hero: cutting board, trivet, small plates, stack of plates/bowls 

❏ Silverware or straws 

❏ Accent pieces: water glasses, pitchers, other food dishes, serving utensils, pinch pots, 

salt and pepper shakers etc 

PHOTO SETTING CHEAT SHEET:  
❏ 1st: Set F/Stop:  

50mm: 
3-6 for angle/hero shots 

8-12 for overhead shots 

105mm: 
5-7 for angle shots 

10+ for overhead shots 

______ 

____ for angle shots 

____ for overhead shots 

 

❏ 2nd: Set Shutter Speed: No lower than the lens length example:  

1/50th for 50mm lens. Ideally 1/60th and higher. 

1/125th for 105mm lens.  

________________________________________________________________ 

❏ CHECK LIGHT METER then adjust ISO to hit center of meter: 
❏ ISO: NOT on auto. As low as possible, under ____ISO (for web clients), ___ISO (print 

clients) until you hit the center of light meter.  

ISO too high? Tripod camera & lower shutter speed 
❏ MANUALLY SET YOUR WHITE BALANCE: Use a grey card and snap a picture as well.  

❏ Snap sample picture of your scenes. Review. Adjust.  

 

PHOTOGRAPHY CHEAT SHEET 
❏ Light set from back/side light most often, backlight can also work if food is not too tall.  

❏ USE A TRIPOD! 

❏ Pick Your Hero Focus Point (i.e. this piece of chicken, this tomato etc).  

❏ Add final garnishes (greenery, salt and pepper, red pepper flakes, other garnishes).  

❏ Adjust to get your hero focus point nailed. 

❏ Add fill light with white card if needed. 

❏ Snap photo. Review. Adjust. Repeat until all desired photos/angles are achieved.  
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